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TESTING INTERDISCIPLINABY MODELS OF DIALOGUE
SETTINGS FOR ImPtiovING THE EFFECTIVE1ZSS OF

SUPERVISOR'S VERBAL .BEHAVIORS IN A SUPERVISORY Cr.$1FERENCE

Specialists in the area of supervision have considered the super-

visory conference one of the most frequent activities supervisors

engage in but little is known as to what actually takes place. Thus,

researchers arid practitioners most recently view the supervisory con-

ference as a significant vantage point from which to study supervisory

behavior in a controlled contextual setting.

To obtain pertinent data one approach of this study was to examine

a sample of selected verbal behaviors supervisors engaged in during

a conference with a student teacher. The data from this sample would

then be tested against the data provided from the other central pur-

pose of this study: the development of models of dialogue groups

similar to the supervisory conference found in the related disciplines.

The results of this comparison would provide supervisors with at least

three suggested alternatives for modifying their supervisory confer-

ence behavior:

1. they (supervisors) may choose to become more consistent in

their supervisory behavior with the tested model (developed

from the interdisciplinary models) found to be most closely

related to the educational model.

2, they may choose to become more consistent in their supervi-

sory behavior with the educational model developed from the

research literature.

3. they may choose a newly formed conceptual model which may be

more realistic and based on an emerging theory of supervision.
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Two purposes for the study were formulated and developed within

the crntext of the student teaching (professional clinical experience)

process. One purpose was to investigate the research literature and

develop models of other dialogue groups found in the interdisciplinary

areas of speech and communication,
psychiatry, sociology, and counsel-

.

ing and guidance. These models wars then tested against the educa-

tional model: tutoring. It was assumed that the supervisory confer-

ence is a tutoring situation.
Thus, the educational model has a sub-

model, the supervisory conference. The following figure indicates

the dialogue groups found in the related disciplines.

A MODEL OF TEE DIUCGUE GROUPS IN FIVE DISCIPLINES
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A second nurpose of the study was to collect data about the ver-

bal behaviors .,university supervisors and supervising teachers engaged

in during a supervisory conference. A group of ten pairs of universi-

ty supervisors and ten supervising teachers participated in the study.

The frequency of use of selected verbal behaviors during a represents-

ti/e fifteen minute supervisory conference was recorded for-each par-

ticipant. The frequency of use of each verbal behavior by college

supervisors and by supervising teachers was determined for each parti-

cipant, The frequency of use of each verbal behavior by college super

visors as a total group and by supervising teachers as a total group

was determined. Then the frequency of occurrence of the verbal be-

haviors was found for each pair of supervisors. An instrument was de-

veloped to record the following supervisory verbal behaviors either

in the procedural or substantive areas' informing, interpreting,

clarifying, summarizing, evaluating, basic, elaborating and challeng-

ing questions as well as listening behavior,

SUPERVISORY VERBAL BEHAVIOR DATA-GATHERING INSTRUMENT

Infullut telling, directly relating facts of observation,
stating a series of items recorded from observa-
tion of a student teacher's teachtng behavior

Example' I noted that three students were not
called on throughout the lesson you
taught.

Interpretin41 to explain a concept or relationship between 'seas
about a lesson, to reason, to illustrate

Example' Asking questions of many students help
to keep them on their toes during a les-
son. The more you move around a class-
room to reveal your physical proximity
to the students, the quieter they become



Clarifying, to restate something in order to make it more clear
for the student, to group and arrange items in pro-
per order, to reorganize statements made by the
students.

Example: In other words, you are saying that the
evaluation of a lesson is directly re-
lated to the objectives.

Evaluating: making statements that carry value judgments, such
terms as right, wrong, correct, false, limitations
strengths, needs, positive, negative, and growth
area simple terms that infer judgment.

Examples Your strengths seem to lie with your abl.
lity to communicate with children, how-
ever some needs are indicated in your
planning and organizing of lessons.

Summarizing, tying together some loose elements for purposes
of review or reinforcement, to collect and repeat
key items that were separately stated earlier.

2upstionst

Examples It might be helpful to go back and quick-
ly review the points we stated about
writing objectives in behavioral terms.

Basics asking for details of facts, using recall
type questions for acquiring information of a
simple nature.

Examples How much time did you spend planning your
lesson?

Elaborating, aksing for additional information,
eliciting statements that provide needed back-
ground for more detailed information.

examples Would you please tell me more about the
reasons for selecting those slides for
your lesson? And then what happened?

Challenging, eliciting statements that probe for
the purposes of discovering reasons for something
such as the selection of content for a lesson, aloc
a statement that leads-a student into a more com-
plex thinking than simple recall, a deep thought
question.
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Example, Why did you prefer to ask open-ended

questions rather than closed questions
in your math class today?

Listening! any verbal expression by the supervisor that dis-
close7 he is truly professionally interested in
the comments of his student teacher, including the
expressions such as "aha", "uh ha", and"I see" as
listening implications.

The Prot-edual area was identified with Items relating to class-

room management such as the F;roupiag of children, seating arrangements

passing and receiving of instructioral materials. Another item was

lesson planning, the length of time used for preparation, and source

of materials. Discussion of control or discipline of the students,

discussion of children with behavioral difficulties and related re-

marks about students' parents were also included in the P:onedural

area.

The Substantive area deals directly with the academic content of

a lesson such as the concepts, skills, or understandings dereloped

dvring the course of a lesson. Teaching behaviors such as informing,

interpreting, or questioning related directly to the lesson were Sub-

stantive, At points where students had difficulty in understanding

concepts of a lesson and its application, these were also included

as Substantive,

This data gathering instrument contains selected verbal behavior

categories from the studies of specialists in teachings Openshaw (48),

Hughes (31), Barbour (100) Their verbal behaviors included informing,

interpreting, clarifying, evaluating, summarizing, and basic and elab-

orating questions. The areas into which these verbal behaviors are

6
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categorized entitled procedural and substantive were taken from

Waimon (67). Challenging questions and listening were added to this

to give the instrument more "coverage" of the verbal behaviors enacted

in the supervisory conference. Michalak (104).

Scoring the instrument is achieved by having the recorders tally

only the verbal behavior identified in the instrument. Even though

other verbal behaviors may appear, they are not scored. Judgments on

recording the behaviors ere based on what is heard. Since one of the

primary purposes is to examine the frequency of the occurrence of the

verbal behaviors, one tally is made for each sentence of reasonable

length. In some cases where sentences continue without a succinct

conclusion and a dif.ferent behavior is indicated, it was agreed that

an additional tally should be given. For example, a supervisor might

begin with informing, then move to interpreting what was informed and

finish that statement by asking a challenging question. All three

moves are recorded in that supervisory statement. Scoring the in-

strument is made simply by totaling the raw scores from the frequency

of occurrence and changing them into simple percentages if desired.

At first glance, the number of tallies indicates which categories

were most frequently used. Michalak (109).

A sample worksheet serves to illustrate the data gathering instru

went of this study.
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The data from the research literature and verbal behavior instru-

ment provided some tentative answers to tLe ff,ve questions of this

study

1. What are the goals of dialogue groups in the selected inte -

disciplinary (related disciplines) areas of this study?

2. What differences and similarities exist betweeen the educa-

tional model and the models of the related disciplines?

3. What model of the related disciplines of this study is the

educational model most similar to?

4, What kinds of verbal behavior are used most by supervising

teachers and university supervisors?

5. Are there any significant differences in the verbal behaviors

of the two supervisory groups that would suggest a cleavage

in the supervisory function?

Figures 3 and 4 will assist in providing answers to the first

three questions of the study. For internal consistenny in testing the

models, common elements were identified such asl Purpose, Verbal Be-

havLdr, Leadership, Planning, and Setting. These common elements

found in each dialogue model of this study which are similar to the

tutoring model (excluding Verbal Behavior) are illustrated in Figure 3.

Verbal behavivrs are illustrated in Figure 4.

9
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COMMON CLASSIFIOATC1Y ELEMENTS OF DIALOGUE m.ODELS
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*Research Citation: in BiblioBniPnI

luttoring
Purposes - (90), (109' (9e
(wAors)iIP (36), (toil (56) (96)
flar,v108 - (92)
2tttint (,2)

li.pervisory Cordstiencc
ruroses 7 (63), WO, (25), (26),

(21), (3)
LeaCtrshtp - (51, (25), (65),
Plarning (65), (9 (95),
SetOng - (72), (86), 01

(3k),

(1) ),

(85)

(13),

(87),

(3;'),

(5)

(e0,

GroN1 DIsausolon
PLArposses - (35) (7)1 60,
LeVereii, (C), (6e), (6) ,

112nnina - 04), (4), (23)
D'IttIns - (5))

(28),
(7),

(4),
(2V),

(34.)
(134)
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Research Citations in Bibliography (continued)

Psychiatric Interview
Purposes - (64), (9), (68), (1), (62), (33), (82)
1.(;'dership - (81), (23), (58), (64), (9), (62)
Planning - (1)
Setting (61), (55), (9)

Social Casework Interview
Purposes - (80), (78), (49), (24), (19), (89), (76), (27)
Leadership - (24), (59), (75), (76), (19), (49)
Planning - (45), (9), (89), (76)
Setting - (45), (76), (19)

Counseling Interview
Purposes - (77), (18), (50), (53), (84), (71)
Leadership - (22), (70), (71), (73)
Setting - (70), (18)

The purpose of each dialogue model as in the tutoring model is to

effect a change in behavior, (This change in behavior, however, needs

to be more rigorously tested and specified in further studiev in terms

of whether it is effected in cognitive, affective, psychomotor

terms, if it includes combinations of each and assuming these combina-

tions do exist, to what degree does each contribute to behavior mod-

ification,)

In the dyadi.c relationship, the less experienced person is placed

in the position of attempting to lec.rn something, whether it be of an

academic, personal or social nature. The intent, in most cases, is to

help this person bettar cope with various problems he encounters and

to MP:SA kzfectivo decisions about them,

The leadership alewent is viewed as significant in the tutoring

model as it is with each dialogue model of this study. The similarity

that exists between the tutoring model and the related models in the

leadership element is that responsibility is placed upon the more

11



experienced person. This happens in almost every case with the excep-

tion of group discussion where the le&dership function can readily

change hand Figure 3 points out this variation of the group dis-

cussion model.

In the planning element, the need for developing strategies and

prior organization of the tutoring model is similar to the other re-

lated models except for the psychiatric interview as noted in Figure

3. This situation exists because the psychiatrist very often depends

on the spontaneity of expression by the patient which is difficult to

plan for. Therefore, highly structured planning is less desirable

than it is in the tutoring model and the other dialogue models. All,

ideally, strive for a physical environment that is comfortable and

pleasant with a relaxed atmosphere and positive rapport esteblished

between the individuals.

A great. deal of similarity exists between the tutoring model and

other dialogue models in terms of verbal behaviors. Minor variations

may be noted in Figure 4.

12
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ELEMENTS OF VERBAL BEHtV' IN DIALOGUE
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*Research Citations in Bibliography

VERBAL BEHAVIORS.
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Informing is frequently used in all models with the exception of

the psychiatric interview in whioh it is seldom used. Interpreting is

frequently used in each dialogue model.. Clarifying is sometimes used

in the tutoring model as compared to being frequently used in every

other dialogue model, Summarizing is frequently used in the tutoring

model with the group discussion and counseling interview using it

sometimes, and the social casework interview seldom using it. Evalua-

ting is frequently used in tutoring, the supervisory conference and

14
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group discussion. It is used sometimes in the social casework inter-

view and counseling interview but seldom in the psychiatric interview.

Basic questions are frequently used in tutoring and each of the dia-

logue models. Elaborating questions are sometimes used in the tutor-

ing model, however, they are frequently used in each-of the other

dialogue models. Challenging questions are frequently used in tutor-

ing, the supervisory conference, and group discussion but seldom used

in the psychiatric interview, social casework interview and the coun-

seling interview. Listening is frequently used in the tutoring model

as well as each dialogue model in this study.

There were some variation::: between the tutoring model and the re-

lated dialogue models not illustrated in the two figures. In tutoring,

as in other related dialogue rnxtels, the emphasis was in dealing with

the conscious behavior of the less experienced person. The psychiatric

interview varies from tutoring and the other dialogue models by some-

times dealing with the subconscious as well as the conscious behavior

of the less experienced person of the dyad. A slight variation may

exist in the leadership element between the tutoring model and the

supervisory conference model. It is possible for the student teacher

in the supervisory conference to assume a peer relationshipp he may

look upon the supervisor as a partner or cooperative participant.

Yet, the recent literature stresses a relationship of a speoialist-

student type. This latter type is in keeping with the tutorial view

of the leadership function in the tutoring situation. Group discus-

sion varies from tutoring ohiefly in the range of purposes of the

15
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group. Group discussion may be undertaken to deal with varied tasks

as developi,g instructional objectives - and effecting decisions on

community affairs. Also, the leadership role can change hands quite

readily depending on the needs and the purposes of the group, as well

as the way the members view the leadership function, This tends to be

less the case in a tutoring setting. The psychiatrist model may vary

from the tutoring model in that a psychlatrist may prior to effecting

a change in behavior, deal with changing perceptions of a patient.

The social casework interview offers the client an opportunity for

emotional release as a central factor while in tutoring such is per-

ipheral to the primary task of interaction. In the counseling-guidance

model, the variation in emphasis tends to be on dealing with feelings

of the client rather than on his cognitive development- as isQusually

the case in tutoring. This approach in counseling and guidance tends

to represent the client-centered method which appears to be the most

popular method reported in the literature.

The main points to be noted in regard to the verbal behavior re-

ported from the professional literature are that

1. Summarizing is seldom used in the social casework interview.

2. Informing is seldom used in the psychiatric interview.

3. Evaluating is sometimes used in the social casework interview
and counseling interview, but seldom is used in the psychia-
trio interview.

4. Charanging questions are looked upon as less desirable be-
haviors and are therefore, seldom used in the psychiatric
interview, social casework interview and counseling interview.
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Two procedures were used to help answer questions four and five

of the study:

I. A histogram was constructed to compare the verbal behaviors

of the total groups of university supervisors and supervising

teachers. In this way, generalizations could be drawn regard.

ing pattorns of differences and similarities in their verbal

behaviors in supervisory conferences.

KEY FOR VERBAL BEHAVIORS IL TdE HISTOGBAM

1. INTERPRETING-SUBSTANTIVE

2. INFORMING-SUBSTANTIVE

3. LISTENING-SUBSTANTIVE

4. INFORMING-PROCEDURAL

5. INTERPRETING - PROCEDURAL

6. LISTENING-PROCEDURAL

7. CHALLENGING QUESTIONS-SUBSTANTIVE

8. BASIC QUESTIONS-SUBSTANTIVE

9. EVALUATING-PROCEDURAL

10. BASIC QUESTIONS -PROCEDURAL

11. EVALUATING-SUBSTANTIVE

12. CHALLENGING QUESTIONS-PROCEDURAL

13, CLARIFYING-PROCEDURAL

14. CLARIFYING-SUBSTANTIVE

15. ELABORATING QUESTIONS-SW TANTIVE

16. ELABORATING QUESTIONS-PROCEDURAL

17, SUMMARIZING-SUBSTANTIVE

18. SUMMARIZING-PROCEDURAL

17
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General patterns that emerge from this presentation suggest that

both groups of supervisors use these verbal behaviors most: inter-

preting-substantive, informing - substantive, listening-substantive,

informing-procedural, and interpreting-procedural. Goth groups are

very loll in elaborating questions-procedural, summarizing-substantive,

and summarizing-procedural. University supervisors and supervising

teachers appear almost equal in challenging questions-substantive,

basic questions-procedural, and evaluative-substantive.

It may be noted that in listening-substantive and listening-

procedural, these university supervisors spent three to four times as

much time in these behaviors than did the supervising teaoher's group.

Supervising teachers engaged more frequently in informing-procedural

and interpretive-procedural verbal behaviors than did university

supervisors.

Even though elaborating questions-substantive was low for both

groups, the university supervisors asked them more than three times

as often as the supervising teachers,

University supervisors asked twice as many basic questions-

substantive than did supervising teachers.

In identifying combinations of verbal oehavior, the data show that

the substantive area is the oommon element in the first three verbal

behaviors which were interpretive-substantive, informing-substantive,

and listening-substantive. This is borne out by the recording of 794

occurreno6s for the first three behaviors which represented the types

most frequently used by the total ,7;roup of supervisors.

19
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The next three categories of verbal behaviors: interpretive-

procedural, informing-procedural, and listening-procedural, contained

a common procedural element and was used the next most frequently by

the total.group of supervisors, There were 694 occurrences recorded

in this area,

The data indicate that both groups of supervisors engaged most

often in interpreting, informing, and listening behaviors. They

seldom or never used summarizing-substantive and summarizing-

procedural behaviors.

It may be noted that university supervisors as a group engaged

in more verbal behavior (1141) than did the supervising teachers (824).

The supervising teachers engaged in informing-procedural, interpretive-

procedural, and basic question-procedural more often than did univer-

sity supervisors. The latter employed each of the other fifteen

verbal behaviors more often than did the supervising teachers.

2. To answer question.five of this study, the next approach was

to gather and categorize the data into frequency distribution figures

which compared each university supervisor with his paired supervising

teacher in selected' verbal behaviors in their conferences with the

same student teacher. Thus, trends in differences and similarities

could also be noted between the supervisory pairs in conference with

the sale soldent teacher, as an individualized approach. it Chi-Square

Test was used to determine if significant differences existed between

them on erch verbal behavior that by inspection, seemed to merit such

statistical treatment.

2J



Figure 6 provides a summary of data from the Chi Square Test

for significant difference between each supervisory group. This

figure includes the general tabulated data from each group.

DATA PROM CHI-SQUARE TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFPEREN('SS
BETWEEN VERBAL BEHAVIORS OF UNIVERSITY SUPERVISORS

AND SUPERVISING TEACI1ERS
-- - --------,_

.

Verbal Behavior 2
X

7

.05
Level

.

Null
Hypothesis

Informing-Procedural

Informing - Substantive.

.20 3.8 acc.

.30

11211
.20

3.8

3.8

acc.

acc.Interpreting-Procedural

Interpreting,-CubstantiVe 3.3 acc.

Clarifying-Procedural ..26 3.8 acc.

Clarifying_Substantive avi. 3.8 acct.

Summarizing7Procedural .
avi 3.8 Elec.

Sur.narizinz-S!lbstantive avi 3.8 acc.

Evaluating-Procedural 'Loi
, 3;8 acc.

Evaluating-Su,,itantive .94 3.8 acc.
basic Questions -
Procedural

-lane
avi 3.8 acc.

Questions -
Substantive .20

avi

3.8 acc.
Elaborating 4uestions -
Procedural

-Elliboraing
3.8 ace.

Questions -
Substantive .56, 3.8 acc.
Challenging sues ions -
Procedural

-Willenging ues ons -
Substantive

avi 3.8 acc.

.20 3.8 acc.

Listening-Procedural .94 3.8 ace.

n,.Li-Substtiisten --&--.: anve .22 3.8 ace.

avi: all values identical

ace.: accepted

Figure 6.
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To help establish 'significant difference levels in verbal be-

havior between supervisory groups, a Chi- Square Test was used. The 1

null hypothesis can thus be tested if question five of this study is

restated in null forma there are no significant difference in the

verbal behaviors of the listed types between the supervisory groups

studied.

Figure 6 presents the data subjected to the Chi-Square Test for

significant differences between univerrity supervisors and supervising

teachers in types of verbal behaviors employed in supervisory confer-

ences with student teachers. Eighteen categories of verbal behaviors

and their Chi-Square levels are indicated with those attaining the

.05 level of confidence accepted under the null hypothesis. It will

be noted that, in all cases, the values of Chi Square reveal that no

significant differences in types of verbal behaviors were significant

at the .05 level.

In the Appendix are included the comparison of the frequency of

occurence ciLta in terms of units of variation between each supervisory

pairs in conference with the same student teacher. Also, only slight

variations between the two supervisory groups, in using a particular

verbal behavior, indicate a tendency toward similarity in conierenoin8;

great variations between them indicate a lack of similarity in their

use of that particular verbal behavior in conferences.
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SUMMARY

One of the central purposes of this study was to investigate and

test interdisciplinary models of dialogue settings akin to the super-

visory conference in student teaching. These models were formulated

from dialogue settings found in the following related disciplines of

speech and communication, psychiatry, sociology, and counseling and

guidance. They were then tested against the educational model, tut-

oring. It was assumed that the supervisory conference is a sub model

A the tutorlingmodel.

The other central purpose of the study was to gather information

about the verbal behaviors university supervisors and supervising

teachers engaged In during a student teaching conference.

A group of ten pairs of university supervisors and supervising

teachers participated in the study. The frequency of use of selected

verbal behaviors during a representative fifteen minute supervisory

conference was recorded for ecv.lh participant. The frequency of use

of each verbal behavior by college supervisors and supervising teacherE

was determined. Then the frequency of occurrenle of the verbal be-

haviors was found for each pair of supervisors. An instrument was

developed to record thsfollowing supervisory behaviors either in the

procedural or substantive areas' informing, interpreting, clarifying,

summarizing, evaluating, basic questions, elaborating questions, chal-.

lending questions, and listening.

The da.oi provided tentative answers to the five questions of

this study'
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1. What are the goals of dialogue groups in the various dis-
ciplines?

The stl.ted purpose of all dialogue groups is to bring

about a change in behavior by the less experienced members

of the dyad. In the dialogue group of each of the disci-

plines, the less experienced member is placed in the position

of attempting to learn something either of an academic, per-

sonal, or social nature. Each of the dialogue groups are

established to help their members better cope with various

problems they encounter.

2, What differences and similarities exist between the,educa-
miTal model and the related discipline of this study?

-1.
The major similarities between the educational model,

tutoring and the related disciplines are as follows:

a. The main purpose is to effect a change in behavior

b. The leadership role is usually the responsibility of
more experienced person in the dyad.

c. Planning for prior organization and strategies is
emphasized.

d. The setting is to be both physically and mentally
conducive to good rapport,

e. The verbal behaviors used in the models are much the
same

The related models differ from the tutoring model in

these ways:

a. The subconscious behavior of the patient is considered
in the psychiatric interview

b. A peer or cooperative participant relationship may be
formed in the supervisory conference
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0. In group discussion, the leaurship role may change
hands often, depending on the needs and purpose of
the group as well as the way they view the group.
Also, the group discussion may undertake tasks that
may vary from instructional objectives to making de-
cisions on community affairs.

d. The social casework interview offers the client an
opportunity for emotional release.

e. The counseling interview deals with the feelings of
the client rather than on cognitive development

f. Verbal behaviors such as evaluating and challenging
questicns are seldom used in the psychiatric inter-
view, social casework interview, and counseling inter-
view. Informing is seldom used in the psychiatric
Interview and summarizing is seldom done in the social
casework interview.

3, To what models of the related disciplines of this study is
the education model most similar?

The education model which is represented by tutoring was

similar to the social casework interview. (After examining

the professional literature on tutoring and the supervisory

conference, it can be concluded that the supervisory confer-

ence is a sub-model of the tutoring model.)

4. What kinds of verbal behaviors are used most b the super-
vising eacher and the univ3rsi y supervisor?

A. University supervisors engage In interpreting-substantive,
informing-substantive, and listening-substantive verbal
behaviors most frequently. Supervising teachers engaged
in informing-procedural, interpreting-procedural, and
challenging questions-substantive verbal behaviors most
often, Both groups of supervisors engage most freqeuntly
in informing and interpreting behaviors in the super-
visory conferences. Verbal behaviors less frequently
used were clarifying, elaborating questions. A seldom
used verbal behavior was summarizing. It can be conclude-:
that either Aroup of suPervieorp wereAlot consisunt in
fhe use a types of verbalbeheilmthathgle been re-
commended by speoialiets in the field as most desirablefrarria= a supervisory conference.
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3, University supervisors, as a group, 'spend three to four
times more in listening behaviors than do supervising
teachers. However, individuaLsupervisors are account-
able for much of the difference.

C. As a total supervisory group, university supervisors en-
gaged in more verbal behaviors than did supervising
teachers.

D. The two most frequently used verbal behaviors the univer-
sity supervisors engaged in, interpreting and informing,
were in the substantive area and the two most frequently
used verbal behaviors supervising teachers engaged in,
interpreting and informing, were in the procedural area,
This suggests that the two verbal behaviors most fre-
queni,ly used by university supervisors focused on the
content of the lesson and the teaching behavior of the
student teacher while supervising teachers dealt with
such things as classroom management, control of children,
and peripheral matters.

5. Are there any significant differences in the yerbal behav-
iors of the two supervisory groups that would suggest a
cleavage 1n the supervisory function?

A. There were no significant differences in the various
kinds of verbal behaviors of the two supervisory groups.
There were, however, differences among individuals who
formed a supervisory pair, In some cases there was a
great variation between the supervising teacher and the
university supervisor, This might suggest that super-
vising teachers and university supervisors perceive the
supervisory function or the needs of student teacher.
differently

B. If the sample was expanded, patter indicate that sig-
nificant differences in verbal beh .fors may exist be-
tween university supervisor and supervising teacher with
both the same, and with different, student teaschers.

Although evidence from the Chi Square Test indicated no signifi-

cant differences in the selected verbal behaviors Os the two super-

visory groups, examination of the units of variation (found in the

figures In the Appendix) suggest differences between each supervisory

pair working with the same student teacher that merit further consider-

ation
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1. supervising teachers and university supervisors view
their tasks working with student teachers differently
in working with the same student teacher

2. each supervisor working with the same student teacher may
perceive him (student teacher) differently

3. a systematic plan that might reflect some consistent be-
havior pattern working with the same student teacher was
not evidenced.

4, individual supervisors having different perceptions about
the same student teacher as revealed by their verbal be-
haviors may contribute inconsistencies in the student
teacher's perceptions

Implications

Assumf.ng that verbal behavior patterns were similar would this

tend to also indicate a duplication of effort? To lessen the possi-

bility of incongruency in verbal behavio." and/or duplication of effort

by supervisory pair3, another consideration should be noted. The task:

of supervisors should be differentiatea.

Increased utilization of supervisory personnel in teacher training

might occur if the notion developed by this study were further testd--

that university supervisors train supervising teachers in tutoring

skills ',hat would be implemented as supervising teachers engage in a

conference with student teachers. The tutoring model along with the

supervisory conference verbal behavior model found in the Hichalak

(104) study can provide several p&rameters for obtaining baseline

data in the initial research phase.
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Recommendations for Future Research

Inevitably there is a lag between the most recent research and

theorizing on one hand and the publications or results on the other.

This study represents a view of the four dialogue models drawn from

available sources. Much recent wox's is not yet in print. Indications

are that the less sophisticated person is becoming more mature and

perceptive and ready to take a more active role in the dyadic rela-

tionship. He may be more ready, both emotionally and intellectually,

to grasp new concepts, understandings, and responsibilities regarding

his own welfare. Thus, the person in the leadership position must

more readily share his responsibility :!ith the less experienced per-

son by facilitating and guiding rather than controlling, directing,

and manipulati.77, This outlook might represent present views about

the tutoring situation.

Relating this position to the supervisory conference indicates

thet some researchers and theorists presently take an opposite view

from the traditional model presented earlier. If supervisors desire

to change and become more consistent in their conferencing behaviors

with student teachers, they should study the latest work of these

theorists. This could lead also to the student teacher engaging In

more cognitive tasks regarding the study of his teaching behavior.

He may become more of an equal of the supervisor both emotionally and

Intellectually. He will be a /earner who assumes a greater share of

the responsibility for his own professional growth.
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In the "new" conference setting the professional, growth of the

student teacher may be enhanced by having his ideas rigorously tested

in a non-threatening environment where his status is not at stake.

CONCLUSION

Testing models and analyzing elements of models containing verbal

behavior patterns are not intended to be conclusivE. They can only

carry greater significance if placed with other variables such as

non-verbal behaviors and are tested in a global or total contextual

setting. To clarify, by isolating selected pieces of behavior for

examination and making ix,N)jections from them about human behavior is

limiting and grossly inaccurate. However, if the evidence is placed

along with other variables and subsequent testing is done on a longi-

tudinal basis, patterns for predicting trends of behavior may be

measured in more accurate terms. Therefore, patterns of verbal be-

havior ought to be included with other variables to determine whether

or not a supervise' is congruent and consistent in his conferencing

behavior.

It is hoped that contlaaous examination of supervisory conference

behavior will contribute to the development of a more valid research

base in supervision.
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APPENDIX

Data presented in Figure 6 of paired supervisors indicate only

slight variations between supervisory pairs D and G in informing-

procedural behaviors. Greater variations in order of magnitude exist

between supervisory pairs I, A, E, J, C, F, and B. The first pair of

supervisors, I, had the greatest variation, sixteen occurrences. It

should be noted that university supervisors E avd J did not use in-

forming in the procedural area.

Figure 7 indicates slight variations, nc more than four occur-

rences, among supervisory pairs J, D, A and H in informing-substantive

behaviors. Supervisor:, pair E varied greatest in this behavior,

twenty-two occurrences. They were rather closely followed by super-

visory pairs C, B, F,and G for whom the variation ranged from nineteen

to fourteen occurrences.

The number of interpreting-procedural behaviors engaged in by the

supervisory pairs is illustrated in Figure 8. Supervisory pair B had

the most variation, twenty-two occurrences, and supervisory pair H

had the least variation, one occurrence. Supervisory pair H was in

the group that used this behavior five or fewer times along with six

other supervisors. Quite clearly, university supervisor B used this

behavior almost twice as often as any other supervisor. The range

between university supervisor B and university supervisors E and J and

supervising teacher D was forty-seven occurrences. Two university

supervisors, E and J, and one supervising teacherl.D, did not use

interpreting-procedural.
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Figure 9 illustrates the number of interpreting-substantive be

haviors engaged in by the supervisory pairs. Supervisory pair E had

the most, seventy-one occurrences. Supervisory pairs I and H had

the least variations, two and three respectively, In a group of ten

supervisors, only three supervisory pairs, A, H, and I, used this

behavior.ten or fewer times. Supervising teachers A, B, C and H had

three or less occurrences. University supervisor E distinctly revealed

the use of this verbal behavior almost three times as often as any

other supervisor. The variation between university supervisor E and

supervising teacher B and H was ninety occurrences.

The number of evaluating-procedural behaviors engaged in by the

supervisory p9.irs is shown in Figure 10. Supervisory pair 3 was found

with the most variation, nineteen occurrences. In a group of fourteen

supervisors, seven supervisory pairs used it five or fewer times. As

a total group, the variation of each supervisory pair was only a

difference of four or less occurrences with the exception of super-

visory pair B. University supervisor B used this verbal behavior al-

most twice as often as any other supervisor. Supervisory pair C,

supervising teachers B, F, and G, and university supervisors E and J

did not use evaluating-procedural. The range between university

supervisor B and university supervisors C, E, and J and supervising

teachers B, C, F and G was nineteen occurrences.

Figure 11 illustrates the number of evaluating-substantive be-

haviors engaged in by the supervisory pairs. Supervisory pairs D and

E had the most variation, nine ocourrenoes each. The least occurrenoes
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having a variation of four or less were had by supervisory pairs A,

B, F, G, H and I, A group of sixteen supervisors used it four or

fewer times with two supervisory pairs in the group, C and J, not

using this behavior during the taping. University supervisor B and

supervising teacher A did no evaluating - substantive The range between

university supervisors B, C, and J L.Id supervising teachers A, C, and

J was only eleven occurrences.

The number of occurrences in Figure 12 are basic questions-

procedural behaviors engaged in by the supervisory pairs. Supervisory

pairs G and J had the most variation, six occurrences each. The next

least variation was supervisory pair I showing only two occurrences.

In this group, fifteen of twenty supervisors used it five or fewer

times with six supervisory pairs in this group. Cupervisory pairs

C and H had no variation in occurrences. Supervisory pair C, univer-

sity supervisors E and J, and supervising teachers D and G did not

ask basic questions-procedural. University supervisor A shows using

this behavior slightly more than any other supervisor by onlyttwo

occurrences.

Figure 13 illustrates the number of basio questions-substantive

behaviors engaged in by supervisory pairs. The most variation was had

by supervisory pair I at eleven occurrenr!es. Supervisory pairs B, D,

F, H and J had the least variation at once occurrence each. Eight

supervisory pairs of eighteen supervisors who were A, B, C, E, F, G,

H, and J used it five or fewer times. There was no variation of oc-

currence for supervisory pairs A and C. University supervisor I used

this behavior at least twice as often as any other supervisor. The
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range between university supervisor I and university supe%/isor C and

supervising teachers B, C and 0 was fourteen occurrences.

The number of challenging questions-procedural behaviors engaged

in by supervisory pairs is illustrated in Figure 14. Supervisory pair

B showed the most variation, seven occurrences. The least variation

was shown by supervisory pairs F and G, at no variation, and H next

with one occurrence. htteen supervisors used it four or fewer times

with five supervisory pairs in the group. Supervisory pairs A, C, E,

university supervisor J, and supervising teacher B did not ask chal-

lenging questions-procedural. The range between university supervisor

B and supervisory pairs A, C, E, university supervisor J, and super-

vising teacher B was seven occurrences.

Figure 15 illustrates the number of challenging questions-

substantive engaged in by the supervisory pairs. Supervisory pail D

had the most variation with fourteen occurrences. Supervisory pairs

A and H showed the least occurrences with three and two respectively,

Ten supervisors usod it four or less times with four supervisory pairs

in this group. Supervisory pairs B, C, F and G had zero occurrences

in variation. Supervising teacher D used this behavior more often than

any other supervisor, twenty-five occurrences, with the closest uni-

versity supervisor, J, at nineteen occurrences. The range between

supervising teacher D and supervisory pairs B and C and supervising

teachers A and E was twenty-five occurrences.

The number 01 listening-procedural behaviors engaged in by super-

visory pairs is illustrated in Figure 16. Supervisory pair B had the
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most variation with thirty-six occurrences. Supervisory pairs E and

J had the least variation, no occurrences, with supervisory pairs F

and H next at one occurrence. Thirteen supervisors used it less than

five times with five supervisory pairs, D, E, F, I and J in this

group. Two supervisory pairs, E and J, supervising teacher D, and

university supervisor E did no listening-procedural. Quite clearly,

university supervisor B used this behavior more than twice as often

as any other supervisor. The range between university supervisor

B and supervisory pairs E and J and supervising teacher 0 and univer-

sity supervisor F was forty-seven occurrences.

Ficure 17 illustrates the number of listening-substantive be-

haviorp engaged in by the supervisory pairs. Supervisory pair G had

the most variation, twenty-three occurrences. Supervisory pair B had

the least variation, one occurrence. Nine supervisors used it five

or fewer times with only one supervisory pair in the groups B. Super-

vising teachers A and F did no listening-substantive, The range be-

tween university supervisor D and aupervisin3 teachers A and F was

twenty-six occurrences.

Upon inspection of the data, the verbal behavllrs clarifying-

procedural, clarifying-substantive, elaborating-questions-procedural.

elaborating-questions-substantive, summarizing-procedural and summa'

.zins-substantive did not merit further treatment due to the large

number of supervisors who were unable to meet the minimal criteria

to..r occurrences or more.
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